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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA) contracted Natural Resource 
Group, Inc. (NRG) to review and summarize information on the status of native owned 
land along the proposed Spur Line natural gas pipeline route between Glennallen to 
Palmer, Alaska.  This study was conducted in support of ANGDA’s on-going activities 
associated with the ANGDA’s conditional State of Alaska Right-of-Way Lease 
application and future right-of-way acquisition.   

This report describes the different categories of land owned by Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act (ANCSA) corporations, tribal governments and allottees crossed by the 
proposed Spur Line pipeline route.  An overview of the right of way (ROW) acquisition 
process for each category is described.  Additionally, lands which have not been 
conveyed to the final entity are identified, and guidelines on the steps necessary to 
finalize title to those lands are identified to facilitate  ROW  negotiations at the point 
ANGDA is prepared to begin these negotiations.  

Project deliverables include: 

1. A tabular summary of Native Corporation or allotment lands within the 
pipeline corridor; 

2. A tabular listing of lands along the pipeline route that are unconveyed and 
their status; 

3. A discussion of permitting or special use requirements associated with 
native lands; 

4. A discussion of interface requirements with BIA regarding easements 
across allotments; 

5. Recommendations and best management guidelines for future leasing 
negotiations with native landowners. 

The proposed pipeline route crosses native lands owned by the ANCSA regional 
corporations Ahtna, Inc. and Cook Inlet Regional Inc. (CIRI), ANCSA village corporations 
Tazalina, Inc. and Chickaloon Moose Creek Native Association, Inc. and native 
allotments.  NRG identified 26 parcels within the proposed spur-line route that have 
been selected or conveyed to ANCSA corporations and 11 native allotments.  Of these 
26 ANCSA parcels, 11 are selected but not conveyed, 2 are interim conveyed and 13 
are conveyed.  Of the 11 allotments, one is pending and the remaining ten have been 
approved.  Additionally, NRG identified two parcels of conveyed land to the Chickaloon 
Moose Creek Native Association, Inc. which have been subdivided, and a portion of this 
land has been deeded to individuals.  These additional two parcels are outside of the 
original proposed alignment, but crossed a potential re-route of the ANGDA alignment. 

NRG reviewed information for the land status summary from the Enstar-prepared 
supplement to the Alignment/Lands deliverable report entitled ANGDA Alignment Lands 
Binder, (volumes one through eight), the State of Alaska recorders office website 
(Palmer and Chitna), State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources land records, the 
Matanuska-Susitna Borough property tax records, the Chickaloon Village Traditional 
Council Land Use Map, the US Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA).  

NRG also contacted the BLM conveyance office to determine the current status of 
ANCSA corporation lands along the proposed pipeline route and the BIA and the Alaska 
Realty Consortium regarding the status of the native allotments.  Following consultations 
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with these agencies, NRG developed a prioritization list for finalizing the transfer of the 
selected lands and pending allotment.  In order to facilitate ROW acquisition, pending 
land conveyances would need to be prioritized by the appropriate party.   

Sheets summarizing the land status for each native land parcel along the proposed 
pipeline route are provided in Appendix A to this report.  Each land status summary 
sheet reference the parcel number designated in the Glennallen to Palmer Spur Line – 
Alignment/Lands deliverable report prepared by Enstar.  The summary sheets also 
indicate the legal description of the parcel and identify the current or ultimate owner of 
the parcel.  The land status summary sheets also identify a chain of title indicating the 
dates of recording and the book and page of recording so that these documents can be 
retrieved at a later date.   

Appendix B to this report includes copies of phone logs and correspondence pertaining 
to information gathered from various agencies and entities pertinent to determining land 
status and ROW negotiation guidelines. 

Appendix C to this report includes an example deed transferring title of CMCNA land and 
a copy of the resolution transferring CMCNA land to the Chickaloon Village Traditional 
Council. 
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OVERVIEW OF NATIVE LANDS 

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 1971 set legal 
precedence for Native American land ownership in Alaska and 
created a mosaic of landownership throughout the state.  
Consequently, linear development projects in Alaska typically 
traverse lands owned by the state and federal governments, ANCSA 
regional and village corporations, tribal governments, native allottees, 
private individuals and businesses.   
ANCSA provided for the establishment of 12 regional corporations 
and over 200 village corporations across Alaska and authorized 
conveyance of over 40 million acres of land and $952 Million in 
compensation for the extinguishment of aboriginal land claims.  Of 
these 40 million acres, 22 million acres was divided among the 200 + 
village corporations according to their population.  The remaining 18 
million acres and the subsurface estate of the village corporation 
were to be conveyed to the regional corporations.  Village land 
selections were originally to be located within a 5 by 5 Township 
square (30 miles x 30 miles) around each village.  The ANCSA 
corporations were given fee title to these estates, thus allowing the 
corporate owners to sell their interest at anytime to anyone. 
ANCSA Native corporation lands are fee simple title lands and do not 
have inherent trust responsibility from the federal government (i.e. 
Bureau of Indian Affairs).  The State of Alaska has jurisdiction over 
these native corporation lands for issues such as environmental laws, 
fish and game laws and regulatory authority.   
ANCSA Land Status 

After the passage of` ANCSA, the regional and village corporations reserved large land 
withdrawals for land selections.  ANCSA regional corporations were originally to select 
land within their core area (in the vicinities of the villages).  If enough land was not 
available in the core area, then regional corporations could select lands outside of the 
core area, termed the deficiency area.  After withdrawal and selection of the lands, 
conveyances from the BLM to the appropriate entity started. 

Conveyance is an on-going process; lands crossed by the proposed pipeline route are 
differentiated into one of three land status categories depending on the status of these 
conveyances.  These categories are “conveyed lands”, “interim conveyed lands” and 
“selected lands”.  A description of each category of land follows. 

Conveyed Lands 

Conveyed lands are those lands which fee simple title to the land has been deeded over 
from the BLM to the applicable regional or village corporation.  In most cases, the 
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regional corporation will hold title to surface and subsurface (mineral rights) estates for 
lands owned by the regional corporation.  Village corporations typically own only the 
surface rights to conveyed lands while the regional corporation owns the subsurface 
rights to the village corporation lands.  ROW negotiations on conveyed lands would be 
with the respective native corporation (regional and/or village) that holds title to the land.   

Interim Conveyed Lands 

Interim conveyed (IC) lands have the same rights, title and interest as conveyed lands, 
however interim conveyed lands have not had a final survey and patent issued by the 
BLM to the respective ANCSA corporation.  ROW negotiation on IC lands would be 
conducted with the appropriate native corporation. 

Selected Lands 

Selected lands are those lands which a corporation has selected but the BLM has not 
yet conveyed through interim conveyance or patent to the appropriate entity.  In many 
cases, the State of Alaska has also selected these lands.  In the hierarchy of land 
conveyances, the SOA is third on the list to receive lands.   

ANCSA CORPORATIONS ALONG THE PIPELINE ROUTE 
Two regional corporations own lands within the proposed pipeline route.  Ahtna, Inc. 
lands occur from pipeline MP 0.0 to approximately MP 71 and Cook Inlet Regional Inc. 
(CIRI) lands occur from approximately MP 71 to the pipeline terminus at MP 145.  The 
proposed pipeline crosses multiple parcels owned by these two regional corporations.  
Regional corporation lands within the proposed route are described below. 

Ahtna Inc. and Tazlina Inc Parcels.  

The two parcels at the beginning of the proposed route (parcels 2NC-0005 and 2NC-
0010 [T4N R2W CRM and T4N R3W CRM]) are interim conveyed lands to Ahtna Inc. 
and Tazlina Inc.  Ahtna, Inc. manages the village corporation lands of Tazlina, Inc. under 
a merger agreement with Tazlina Inc.  Under the terms of the merger agreement, Ahtna 
Inc. assumed the management of the former village corporation lands.  The merger 
agreement allowed the former village corporations to maintain shareholder committees 
known as Successor Village Organization (SVO).  The SVO reserves the right to 
withhold consent, if reasonable, to any type of new development within former village 
lands. 

A ROW negotiation on these lands would involve Ahtna Inc.’s Land Resource Group.   

Ahtna Inc Parcels. 

Ahtna Inc. selected lands near Eureka, north of the Glenn Highway.  A total of nine 
parcels within the proposed route (parcels 2NC-0015 to 2NC-0150 (T21N R12E SM and 
T21N R11E SM) are within the Ahtna Inc. deficiency selection area, and have not yet 
been conveyed from BLM to Ahtna Inc.  The ultimate conveyance of these parcels has 
not been resolved. 

Ahtna Inc. still has land available for selection in its core area without having to go to the 
deficiency area.  According to BLM, Ahtna disagrees with BLM’s determination that they 
need to select land within their core area before going to the deficiency area.  The tracts 
of land in question near Eureka are part of Ahtna’s deficiency area.  The land has also 
been selected by the State of Alaska.   

To finalize the determination of land status for these parcels, Ahtna, Inc. would have to 
extinguish their selection of these lands to allow BLM to convey the land to the State of 
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Alaska, or Ahtna, Inc. would have to finalize their selection for these lands in the 
deficiency area with BLM’s concurrence.   

Cook Inlet Regional Inc. 

All the parcels along the propose pipeline route owned by CIRI (Parcels 2NC-0230, 
2NC-0240, 2NC-0285, 2NC-0315, 2NC-0325, 2NC-0330, 2NC-0345 and 2NC-0355 
[T20N R6E SM, T20N R5E SM, and T19N R3E SM]) have been fully conveyed and are 
fee simple lands owned by CIRI.  All ROW negotiation would be conducted with CIRI 
lands department.  CIRI does not have a written policy or application process for 
applying for a right-of-way across CIRI land.  CIRI lands department personnel indicated 
a written request from ANGDA would start the process for acquiring a ROW across CIRI 
land. 

Chickaloon Moose Creek Native Association (CMCNA) 

Land ownership within the Chickaloon region is varied and complex.  Most lands 
patented to CMCNA are conveyed lands except for the two sections described below.  
The conveyed lands crossed by the proposed pipeline are held by CMCNA for the 
surface estate and CIRI for the subsurface estate.  CMCNA or the Chickaloon Village 
Traditional Council does not currently have a written application or process for obtaining 
right of way across Chickaloon lands. 

Chickaloon Conveyed Lands 

One parcel within the Chickaloon region located east of the Chickaloon River (parcel 
2NC-0260 [T20N R6E SM]), was conveyed from CIRI to CMCNA in 1979.   

Selected but not conveyed lands 

Lands within Sections 5 and 6 of Township 20N, Range 7E, Seward Meridian have been 
selected by the CMCNA, but have not been conveyed from BLM.  These lands were also 
selected by the State of Alaska.  Communication from BLM indicates that these lands 
are available for conveyance to CMCNA if they are included in a CMCNA prioritization.  
The BLM was not sure when the next prioritization would be received but thought these 
lands might be included in the prioritization.  BLM indicated that if for some reason 
CMCNA were to determine that they did not want these lands, and then BLM could 
convey them to the State of Alaska since they already had a selection on them.  NRG 
identified one parcel on the proposed pipeline route (parcel 2NC-0180) as a pending 
native allotment rather than village corporation land.  The status of this parcel is 
discussed in the allotment section of this report.   

Chickaloon Tribal Council Lands 

CMCNA has taken certain steps towards conveying several parcels of land on the 
proposed route to the Chickaloon Village Traditional Council (parcels 2NC-0305, 2NC-
0320, 2NC-0365 and 2NC-0380 [T20N R5E SM and T19N R3E SM]).  Specifically, 
CMCNA recorded a resolution transferring the parcels to the Chickaloon Village 
Traditional Council.  A copy of this resolution is included in Appendix C.  However, no 
deed to these lands has been recorded, and CMCNA is still the owner of record on the 
Matanuska-Susitna Borough property tax records.   

In the Supreme Court opinion in the Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie Tribal 
Government, 1998, ANCSA conveyed lands owned fee simple by a tribal government do 
not constitute Indian Country (lands with a federal trust responsibility similar to 
reservations and native allotments).   
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Housing Project Lands 

Lands near Seventeen Mile Lake, in Township 19N Range 2 East, Section 25 and 26 
(supplemental Parcels 2NC-8888 and 2NC-9999) were selected and conveyed to 
CMCNA.  The two 320 acre tracts in each section were conveyed to CMCNA, with CIRI 
being conveyed the subsurface rights to these lands.  Each 320 acre tract was 
subdivided into eight, 40 acre parcels.  Several of the parcels have been deeded to non-
native owners, to native landowners and to the Chickaloon Village Traditional Council.  
This area is identified on the Chickaloon Council website (www.chickaloon.org) as lands 
that are being used for their housing project.   

A recent deed, included in Appendix C, indicates that the surface estate was transferred 
but that CIRI still has the subsurface rights to the tracts of land.  The land status 
summary sheets included with this report identify the current owners of each parcel 
based on the Matanuska-Susitna Borough property tax records. 

ALLOTMENTS 
A total of 11 parcels along the proposed route have been identified as native allotments 
(parcels 200-0085, 200-0095, 200-0090, 200-0150, 200-0155, 200-0165, 200-0170, 
200-0225, 200-0235, 200-0245 and 2NC-0180 [T3N R7W CRM, T3N R8W CRM, T2N 
R9W CRM and T2N R10W CRM and T20N R7E SM]). 

Native allotments, if restricted, are held in trust for the allottee by the BIA.  Therefore, the 
BIA must authorize any land use agreements for allotment lands.  Restricted allotments 
are lands subject to federal restrictions against alienation and taxation.  Native 
landowners lack the authority to dedicate rights-of-way across their allotted lands for 
public access or for utility purposes.  Granting of rights-of-way across native allotments 
involves the BIA. 

The BIA contracts out realty services regarding some native allotments.  Within both the 
Ahtna Inc. and CIRI regions, the Alaska Realty Consortium has the contract to oversee 
real estate transactions on some native allotments while the BIA maintains the authority 
over others.  NRG contacted both the BIA and Alaska Realty Consortium regarding the 
status of allotments along the proposed pipeline route.   

Parcel 2NC-0180, in the Alignment/Lands Report, indicates this parcel is selected by the 
State of Alaska and CMCNA.  While this land is within Section 6, Township 20N, Range 
7E, is selected by both CMCNA and the State of Alaska, NRG identified this parcel, USS 
10256 as a pending allotment.   

Parcel 200-0245 had restrictions removed and has subsequently been sold.  The parcel 
was subdivided into 37 smaller tracts.  The plat of the subdivision is included with the 
allotment land status summary. 

Bureau of Indian Affairs and Alaska Realty Consortium 

Of the eleven allotments along the proposed pipeline route, one allotment, and one 
pending allotment, are under the direct jurisdiction of the BIA.  The remaining allotments 
are under BIA jurisdiction through contract with Alaska Realty Consortium.   

The following process would occur to obtain right-of-way across a native allotment: 

• Correspond with BIA or Alaska Realty Consortium in writing the 
request for a right-of-way across a native allotment.  The allotment 
number must be included. 
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• Provide information on the location and purpose of the right-of-
way across the allotment. 

• The BIA or Alaska Realty Consortium will contact the owner(s) of 
the allotment.  Many allotments have multiple allottees since the land get 
handed down to family members through inheritance.  This task can be 
time consuming as the BIA or Alaska Realty Consortium must contact all 
owners of the allotment.   

• The BIA or Alaska Realty Consortium obtains agreement from the 
allotment owner(s) to the granting of the right-of-way. 

• The applicant and the agency must agree on the terms and length 
of the agreement. 

• The ROW is then surveyed and the survey is approved. 

• The allottee is given compensation for the ROW. 

PRIORITIZATION OF LAND SELECTIONS 
In order to facilitate ROW acquisition, pending land conveyances would need to be 
prioritized by the appropriate party.  A summary of recommendations for prioritization of 
unresolved parcels along the proposed pipeline is presented below. 

CMCNA 

The finalization of sections 5 and the remainder of section 6 in Township 20N R 7E SM 
is a matter of CMCNA prioritizing the selected lands for conveyance.  If CMCNA 
prioritizes these lands then the conveyance process would be a quick turnaround 
according to BLM.  ROW negotiations could then be conducted with CMCNA directly. 

Pending Allotments 

Finalization of the pending allotment, USS 10256, Sec. 6, Township 20N R 7E, SM is a 
two step process.  The first step is for the State of Alaska to reconvey the land to the 
BLM.  Once the land has been conveyed to BLM then they can in turn convey the land to 
BIA and the allottee.  However, BLM indicated that the reconveyance from the SOA was 
a low priority. 

Ahtna Inc. Selections 

Finalization of the Ahtna Inc. selections is the most complex of the three prioritizations.  
These parcels could ultimately be owned by either Ahtna Inc. or the State of Alaska.  If 
Ahtna Inc. were to release the selection on these lands then BLM would convey the 
lands to the State of Alaska.  If Ahtna Inc. continues to maintain that they can select 
these deficiency area lands then the BLM must concur that these lands can be selected 
by Ahtna Inc. and then they can be conveyed to Ahtna Inc.  

Recommendations/Guidelines 
1. Prioritization of CMCNA lands in section 5 and the remainder of section 6. 

2. Get SOA to reconvey land for USS 10256 to BLM for conveyance to BIA. 

3. BIA reconveyance of USS 10256 to allottee. 

4. ROW negotiations with BIA and Alaska Realty Consortium.  Begin early 
on allotment negotiations as sometimes there are many inherited land owners 
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and all individuals have to agree on the ROW agreement prior to BIA being able 
to approve the ROW.   

5. Chickaloon lands proposed to be crossed would begin with contacting the 
Chickaloon Village Traditional Council as matters for both the council and 
CMCNA are handled through a single point of contact at the council office, 
namely the executive director.   

Conclusions 
The process of obtaining a right of way for the proposed natural gas spur line across 
native lands will involve working with the regional and village corporations, tribal 
government, BLM, BIA and allottees to obtain approval and granting of the right of way.  
Finalization of land status for those selected lands needs to occur prior to negotiation of 
the right of way.  The finalization of these lands (CMCNA and Ahtna Inc. selection and 
the pending allotment) could delay the ROW acquisition for the route.   
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